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ABSTRACT 

This research studies about the translation of adverb in the novel Born Under A 
Million Shadows and its translation. The objective of the studies are to classify the 
translation shift of adverb and to describe the equivalent and non-equivalent of the 
translation shift in the novel Born Under A Million Shadows. This studies implies a 
desciptive qualitative research. The object of the studies are the variety of adverb 
translation in the novel Born Under A Million Shadows by Andrea Busfield and its 
translation. The way to collect data is using docummentation method. The way to 
analize data is using comparison method. The results show that there are 101 data or 
38,99%  belong to category shift and 158 data or 61,01% belong to level shift. On the 
category shift translation, there are 9 sub, namely: 1) adverb is translated into 
adjective, 2) adverb is translated into verb, 3) adverb is translated into numeral, 4) 
adverb is translated into noun, 5) adverb is translated into yang + adverb, 6) adverb 
is translated into yang + verb, 7) adverb is translated into dan + verb, 8) adverb is 
translated into dan + adverb, and 9) adverb is not translated. While the level shift 
translation, there are 6 sub, namely: 1) adverb is translated into adverb phrase, 2) 
adverb is translated into adjective phrase, 3) adverb is translated into verb phrase, 4) 
adverb is translated into clause, 5) adverb is translated into yang + adverb phrase, 
and 6) adverb is translated into yang + adjective phrase. On the equivalent of 
translation, there are 207 data or 79.93% data belong to equilvalent translation and 
52 data or 20.07% data belong to non equivalent translation, so the research assume 
that the translation of adverb in “Born Under A Million Shadows” novel is good.  
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A. INTRODUCTION 

According to Ginory and Scimone (1995:11) state that “translation is the 

process of transferring a text from a language into another in written form. The 

origin language is called source language (SL) while the language a text to be 

transferred is called target language (TL)”. Catford (1965:20) defines translation 

as “the replacement of textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent 

material in another language (TL)”. There are some factors that involved the 

translation procedures. Nida (2001:97) explains that there are some preliminary 

factors which must be considered first, for example: the nature of the source text, 

the competence of a translator, the direction of the translation, the type of 

audience for which the translation is being prepared, the kind of publisher and 

editor, the marketing of the translation, and how it is likely to be used by readers, 

the pressures of time, work by single translator or by a team, and so on. 

Nababan (2004:32) states the concept of translation as the following:   

Equivalence and equality are closely related concepts in 
translation. When translators are engaged in the translation 
process, they are trying to establish an equivalence relation 
between the source language text and the target language text. 
Such a relation characterizes a quality translation. 

In translating literary work, the translator should pay attention on the 

culture of both, source language and target language. Every language has its own 

rule, like English and Indonesian. And of course there are many differences on the 

rule that is being used in Indonesian and also in English. Nida and Taber (1969:35) 



stated that the same grammatical construction may represent a number of 

relationships, and have many different meanings.  

This research deals with some previous research. The first previous 

study of this research was conducted by Hidayah (UMS, 2008) entitled 

Translation Analysis of Adverbs in The Old Man and The Sea into Lelaki Tua dan 

Laut. Then, she explained about her research. The aims of this research are to 

identify the types of adverb, to describe the translation and the markers of adverbs 

and to classify the accuracy and inaccurate translation in The Old Man and the 

Sea and Lelaki Tua dan Laut. This research is descriptive qualitative research. 

The data are in the form of sentences containing adverbs. They are collected from 

both novels by using documentation method. She applies comparison between SL 

and TL in analyzing the data of the study. The results of the research show that 

there are 10 types of adverbs. There are 13 translation varieties, they are: adverb 

into verb, adverb into adjective, adverb into noun, adverb into adverb, adverb into 

pronoun, adverb into noun phrase, adverb into adverb phrase, adverb into 

prepositional phrase, adverb into conjunction, adverb into particle, adverb into 

number, adverb into interjection and not translated adverb. Besides, there are 5 

markers of adverb, they are (1) ending by suffix-ly, (2) modifying verb, (3) 

modifying another adverb, (4) modifying adjective and (5) modifying the 

sentence itself. The writer also classifies the accurate and inaccurate translation. 



From 1424 data, there are 1423 or 99,30% data belongs to accurate translation 

and one datum or 0,07% belongs to inaccurate translation. 

The second previous study was conducted by Yuliana (UMS, 2003) 

entitled Translation Analysis of Adverb in Sidney Sheldon's Memories Of 

Midnight into Indonesian Version Padang Bayang Kelabu By Budijanto T. 

Pramono. The object of the research is the adverbs with suffix-ly in the novel 

"Memories of Midnight" and Indonesian translation in the novel “Padang Bayang 

Kelabu”. Research of the data is the novel “Memories of Midnight” and “Padang 

Bayang Kelabu”.  In this research, the researcher collected 122 adverbs with 

suffix-ly in the novel, and then she analyzed them based on the varieties and the 

appropriateness of translation. According Catford theory in the class shifts, the 

researcher founds four varieties of translation adverbs with suffix-ly in the data 

analysis. The adverbs with suffix-ly can be translated into adverb, adverb phrase, 

adjective phrase, and it is not translated. A lot of data in this research have 

translated appropriately by the translator and there are just a little of the data 

which are translated inappropriately. It is due to Mulholland’s theory of the 

appropriateness translation. 

This research is only limited on the translation of adverb. The data are taken 

from Andrea Busfield’s Born Under A Million Shadows and its translation. The 

data are analyzed using the translation shift theory by Catford (1965) which states 

that translation is the replacement of textual materials in one language (SL) by 

equivalent textual material in another language (TL). Further, Catford (1965) also 



divides the types of translation into two namely level shift translation and category 

shift translation. Category shift consists of four namely; structure shift, class shift, 

unit shift and intra system shift.  

The writer conducts the following abjectives; first, to classify thea dverb 

translation in the novel Born Under A Million Shadows and second, to describe the 

equivalent and non equivalent translation of adverb in the novel Born Under A 

Million Shadows. 

B. RESEARCH METHOD 

In conducting this research, the researcher implies descriptive qualitative 

method. Jacob (in Seiger, HW & Shonamy E, 1989) states that qualitative 

research is a methods attempted to present the data from the perspective of the 

subjects or observed groups, so that the cultural and intelectual biases of the 

researcher did not distort the collection, interpretatoin, or presentation of the data.  

The data of this research are adverb in the novel Born Under A Million 

Shadows and its  transllation. In collecting the data, the researcher uses 

docummentation method with the following steps : first reading both the original 

and the translation  of the novel Born Under A Million Shadows into Dalam 

Sejuta Bayangan. Second, identifying the adverb translation shift and underlying 

them. Third, writing those adverb in paper. Fourth, coding the data, for example 

001/BOR-4/DAL-4/E. The last is analyzing the data. In anlyzing the data, the 



researcher uses comparison technique with the following procedure; first, 

comparing the data found in the novel Born Under A Million Shadows and its 

translation. Second, showing the equivalent of translation in the novel Born 

Under A Million Shadows.  The last, drawing conclusion and suggetion based on 

the data analized.  

C. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

The researcher classifying the translation of adverb translation and 

describing the equivalent and non equivalent of the adverb translation in the novel 

Born Under A Million Shadows.  The analysis is conducted by comparing the 

data, both English adverb and their Indonesian translation.  

1. The  Translation of Adverb in Born Under A Million Shadows Novel  

Based on the data source, the researcher discovers the classifications 

of translation shift, namely: category shift of adverb and level shift of adverb. 

a. Category Shift of Adverb 

The researcher divides category shift of adverb into 9 types. They 

are adverb is translated into adjective, adverb is translated into verb, adverb is 

translated into numeral, adverb is translated into noun, adverb is translated 

into yang + adverb, adverb is translated into yang + verb, adverb is translated 

into dan + verb, adverb is translated into dan + adverb, and adverb is not 

translated. 



1) Adverb is Translated into Adjective 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 19 data 

or 7.33%. The following is the example of data analysis: 

No.  : 187/BOR-192/DAL-240/E 
SL  : Walking out into sunshine that was annoyingly bright. 
TL  : Sambil berjalan menuju sinar matahari yang terik  

Based on the analysis of the datum above, English adverb 

annoyingly is formed from adjective annoying added with suffix-ly. The 

function of adverb annoyingly in this sentence is to explain the adjective 

bright.  The translator translates adverb annoyingly into Indonesian 

adjective terik. In this case, terik modifies noun sinar matahari. In 

Indonesian, the meaning of terik is panas sekali and it is categorized into 

Indonesian adjective because it shows feeling. The translation shift above 

is classified into category shift of translation from adverb into adjective. 

2) Adverb is Translated into Verb 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 6 data or 

2.31%. The following is the example of data analysis: 

No. : 003/BOR-5/DAL-6/E 
SL : How my mother actually thought I could keep away from 

Jahid was anyone’s guess. 
TL : Bagaimana ibuku bisa yakin bahwa aku sanggup menjaga 

jarak dengan Jahid, hanya orang lain yang dapat menebak. 



Based on the analysis of the datum above, the translator 

translates adverb actually into Indonesian verb bisa. The adverb actually 

is formed from adjective actual added with suffix-ly. The function of 

adverb actually in this sentence is to explain the verb thought. In 

Indonesian the meaning of bisa is mampu,  it belongs to verb because it 

shows an action. In this case verb bisa modifies the noun ibuku. The 

translation shift above is classified into category shift of translation from 

adverb into verb. 

3) Adverb is Translated into Numeral 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher only finds a 

datum or 0.38%. The following is the analysis: 

No.  : 193/BOR-196/DAL-245/E 
SL :  It’s also what kept the darkness in her life from covering her 

completely. 
TL : Yang menahan kegelapan dalam hidup agar tidak 

menyelimuti seluruh dirinya. 

Based on the analysis of the datum above, completely is 

English adverb. It is formed from adjective complete added with suffix-ly. 

In this sentence, the function of adverb completely is to explain the verb 

covering. The translator translates adverb completely into Indonesian 

numeral seluruh. In Indonesian the meaning of word seluruh is semua 

(menunjukkan suatu keutuhan), it belongs to numeral because it shows 

calculation. The word seluruh modifies verb menyelimuti. The variation of 



translation shift above is classified into category shift of translation from 

adverb into numeral. 

4) Adverb is Translated into Noun 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 2 data or 

0.77%. The following is the analysis: 

No.  : 221/BOR-134/DAL-168/E 
SL  : Within two weeks he does exactly the same again. 
TL  : Dalam dua minggu dia melakukan hal serupa lagi. 

Based on the analysis of the datum above, exactly belongs to 

adverb. It is formed from adjective exact added with suffix- added with 

suffix-ly. In this sentence adverb exactly modifies verb does. In the target 

language, it is translated into noun hal. The word hal is to explain verb 

melakukan. In Indonesian, the meaning of hal is perkara/urusan, it 

belongs to noun.  The variation of translation shift above is classified into 

category shift of translation from adverb into noun. 

5) Adverb is Translated into Yang + Adverb 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 9 data or 

3.47%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No.  : 226/BOR-235/DAL-295/E 
SL  : It can be a business deal or, as Mulallah nearly discovered. 
TL : Bisa menjadi sebuah perjanjian bisnis atau seperti yang 

nyaris diketahui Mulallah. 



The variation of the translation shift above is categorized into 

level shift of translation from English adverb into Indonesian yang + 

adverb. The word nearly is English adverb marked by adjective near 

added with suffix-ly. In this sentence, adverb nearly explains the verb 

discovered. In the target language, adverb nearly is translated into yang 

nyaris. The function of yang nyaris is to modify Indonesian verb 

diketahui. In Indonesian, the word nyaris belongs to adverb. Although 

adverb nearly is translated into yang nyaris, it doesn’t change the message 

of the source text. 

6) Adverb is Translated into Yang + Verb 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 11 data 

or 4.24%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No.  : 068/BOR-70/DAL-89/E 
SL  : Amazingly, when foreigners visit this country. 
TL : Yang menakjubkan, ketika orang-orang asing berkunjung ke 

negara ini. 

Based on the analysis of the datum above, amazingly belongs to 

English adverb. It is formed from adjective amazing added with suffix-ly. 

The function of adverb amazingly is to modify the whole sentence when 

foreigners visit this country. Adverb amazingly is translated into 

Indonesian yang menakjubkan. The meaning of Menakjubkan is membuat 

takjub, it belongs to verb because it shows an action. In this case, yang 



menakjubkan modifies the whole sentence ketika orang-orang asing 

berkunjung ke negara ini. Although adverb amazingly is translated into 

yang menakjubkan, it doesn’t change the message of the source text. The 

variation of the translation shift above is categorized into level shift of 

translation from English adverb into Indonesian yang + verb. 

7) Adverb is Translated into Dan + Verb 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher only finds a 

datum or 0.38%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No.  : 188/BOR-116/DAL-146/E 
SL : The screams of fear filing my ears gradually turned into 

howls of mourning. 
TL : Jerit ketakutan memenuhi telingaku, dan berangsur menjadi 

lolong ratapan. 

The variation of the translation shift above is categorized into 

category shift of translation from English adverb into Indonesian dan + 

verb. The word gradually is classified into English adverb. It is formed 

from adjective gradual added with suffix-ly. The function of adverb 

gradually is to modify verb turned. English adverb gradually is translated 

into Indonesian dan berangsur. It consists of Indonesian particle dan and 

verb berangsur. The meaning of berangsur is sedikit demi sedikit 

(bertambah, berkurang, dsb). In this case, dan berangsur modifies verb 

menjadi. Berangsur belongs to verb because it shows an action. Although 



adverb gradually is translated into dan berangsur, it doesn’t change the 

message of the source text. 

8) Adverb is Translated into Dan + Adverb 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 2 data or 

0.77%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No.  : 035/BOR-33/DAL-42/E 
SL : Finally forcing them into a narrow gorge where they were 

ambushed by five hundred waiting Russians soldiers. 
TL : Dan akhirnya memaksa kaum Mujahidin memasuki jurang 

sempit tempat mereka disergap oleh lima ratus tentara Rusia 
yang sudah menanti. 

The variation of the translation shift above is categorized into 

level shift of translation from English adverb into Indonesian dan + 

adverb. In this sentence, Finally belongs to English adverb. It is formed 

from adjective Final added with suffix-ly. Adverb Finally explains the 

whole sentence forcing them into a narrow gorge where they were 

ambushed by five hundred waiting Russians soldiers. In the target 

language, adverb finally is translated into Indonesian dan akhirnya. It 

consists of Indonesian particle dan and adverb akhirnya. The Indonesian 

adverb akhirnya is formed from noun akhir added with siffix-nya. 

Although adverb finally is translated into dan akhirnya, it doesn’t change 

the message of the source text. The translation shift above is categorized 



into level shift of translation from English adverb into Indonesian yang + 

verb. 

9) Adverb is Not Translated 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, There are 52 data or 20.07% 

of English adverb with suffix-ly is not translated into Indonesian. 

b. Level Shift of Adverb with Suffix-ly 

The researcher divides level shift of adjective phrase into 6 types. 

They are adverb is translated into adverb phrase, adverb is translated into 

adjective phrase, adverb is translated into verb phrase, adverb is translated 

into clause, adverb is translated into yang + adverb phrase, and adverb is 

translated into yang + adjective phrase.  

1) Adverb is Translated into Adverb Phrase 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 125 data 

or 48.26%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No. : 005/BOR-7/DAL-8/E  
SL : It had been like this for as long as I could clearly remember 
TL          : Keadaannya tetap begini sejauh yang kuingat dengan baik. 

Based on the analysis of the datum above, clearly is adverb. It is 

formed from adjective clear added with suffx-ly. In this case Adverb 

clearly modifies verb remember.The translator translates English adverb 

clearly into Indonesian adverb phrase dengan baik. In Indonesian, dengan 



baik consists of dengan + adjective baik. In Indonesian it belongs to 

adverb, exactly adverbial kualitatif. Dengan baik modifies verb kuingat. 

Although adverb clearly is translated into Indonesian adverb phrase 

dengan baik, it doesn’t change the message of the text. The variation of 

translation shift above is classified into level shift of translation from 

English adverb into Indonesian adverb phrase. 

2) Adverb is Translated into Adjective Phrase 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 16 data 

or 6.17%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No. : 102/BOR-98/DAL-123/E 
SL : As I giggled at the man’s too-short trousers and badly rolled 

hat. 
TL : Ketika aku terkikik melihat celana Philippe yang terlalu 

pendek dan topi sangat jelek yang bertengger di kepalanya.  

Based on the datum above, the translation shift above is 

classified into level shift of translation from English adverb into 

Indonesian adjective phrase. Badly is English adverb. It is formed from 

adjective bad added with suffix-ly. In this case, adverb badly explains the 

verb rolled. The translator translates adverb badly into Indonesian 

adjective phrase sangat jelek. It consists of adverb sangat as the modifier 

and adjective jelek as the head, so they are called Indonesian adjective 

phrase. Sangat jelek modifies noun topi. 



3) Adverb is Translated into Verb Phrase 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 5 data or 

1.93%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No.  : 050/BOR-50/DAL-64/E 
SL : He is stronger than the ignorant man man, who can do 

nothing but blindly accept the supposed learning of another. 
TL : Dia lebih kuat daripada laki-laki dungu yang hanya bisa 

membabi buta menerima pelajaran dari orang lainyang 
disangkanya benar. 

Based on the datum above, blindly is English adverb. It is formed 

from adjective blind added with suffix-ly. In this sentence, it has function 

to explain the verb accept. Blindly is translated into Indonesian verb 

phrase membabi buta. In Indonesian, the meaning of membabi buta is 

melakukan sesuatu secara nekat, so it belongs to verb phrase. The 

function of membabi buta is to modify verb menerima. The translation 

shift above is categorized into level shift of translation from English 

adverb into Indonesian verb phrase. 

4) Adverb is Translated into Clause 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher only finds a 

datum or 0.38%. The following is the analysis of the datum: 

No.  : 013/BOR-13/DAL-16/E 
SL : Thankfully, my mother was in no mood to argue that day and 

simply spit at her sister’s feet before lowering her burka and 
dragging me out of the door. 



TL : Karena merasa berutang budi, Ibu tidak ingin berdebat hari 
itu dan hanya meludahi kaki saudaranya sebelum menurunkan 
burqa dan menyeretku keluar pintu. 

The variation of English adverb which is translated into 

Indonesian clause can be seen in the example above. There is level shift of 

adverb in the datum above. Thankfully is adverb which is formed from 

adjective thankful added with suffix-ly. The word thankfully modifies the 

whole sentence my mother was in no mood to argue that day and simply 

spit at her sister’s feet before lowering her burka and dragging me out of 

the door. In the target language, adverb thankfully is translated into 

Indonesian clause karena merasa berhutang budi. It is called as a clause 

marked by particle karena as the conjunction in the beginning of the 

sentence. The Indonesian clause karena merasa berhutang budi explains 

the whole sentence Ibu tidak ingin berdebat hari itu dan hanya meludahi 

kaki saudaranya sebelum menurunkan burqa dan menyeretku keluar 

pintu. 

5) Adverb is Translated into Yang + Adverb Phrase 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 7 data or 

2.70%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No.  : 025/BOR-24/DAL-30/E 
SL : I might hand over my carefully gathered information to my 

comrades at the palace. 



TL : Aku bisa menyerahkan informasi yang dengan cermat 
kukumpulkan pada rekan di Istana. 

The translation shift above is categorized into level shift of 

translation from English adverb into Indonesian yang + adverb phrase. It 

can be seen from the analysis. Carefully is classified into English adverb. 

It is formed from adjective careful added with suffix-ly. The translator 

translates adverb carefully into Indonesian yang dengan cermat which is 

formed from Indonesian particle yang and adverb phrase dengan cermat. 

In Indonesian dengan cermat is adverbial kualitatif. In this case, yang 

dengan cermat modifies verb kukumpulkan. Although adverb carefully is 

translated into yang dengan cermat, it doesn’t change the message of the 

source text. 

6) Adverb is Translated into Yang + Adjective Phrase 

In Born Under A Million Shadows, the researcher finds 4 data or 

1.54%. The following is the example of analysis: 

No. : 046/BOR-46/DAL-58/E 
SL : We all confussed to being mightily disappointed at the lack of 

fighting. 
TL : Kami semua mengakui kekecewaan yang amat dalam karena 

kurangnya daya juang tentara kami. 

Based on the analysis of the datum above, mightily is English 

adverb which is formed from adjective mighty added with suffix-ly. The 

function of adverb mightily is to explain verb disappointed. In the target 



language, mightily is translated into Indonesian particle yang + adjective 

phrase yang amat dalam. In this sentence, yang amat dalam modifies 

noun kekecewaan. Although adverb mightily is translated into yang amat 

dalam, it doesn’t change the message of the source text. The variation of 

the translation shift above is categorized into level shift of translation from 

English adverb into Indonesian yang + adjective phrase. 

2. Equivalence of Translation Found in Born Under A Million Shadows 

Appropriateness and accuracy of source language (SL) meaning in 

target language (TL) meaning is required to achieve the equivalent of 

translation. At this part, the researcher talks about the equivalent and non 

equivalent of translation.  

a. Equivalent Translation 

The following is the example of equivalent translation found in 

the analyzed data: 

No. : 016/BOR-17/DAL-21/E 
SL : Silently, we followed Georgie to a small building sitting behind and 

to the right of the gate. 
TL : Tanpa bersuara, kami mengikuti Georgie menuju bangunan yang 

kecil yang terletak dibelakang dan disebelah kanan gerbang. 

The datum above belongs to equivalent translation, because the 

translator has transferred the meaning well. Adverb silently is formed from 

adjective silent added with suffix-ly. English adverb silently is translated 



into Indonesian verb phrase tanpa bersuara. The translation above belongs 

to equivalent translation, because there is no major change in transferring 

the meaning from source language (SL) into target language (TL). Although 

the translation causes a different level of construction, both source language 

and target language have equal meaning. 

b. Non Equivalent Translation  

The following is the example of non equivalent translation found 

in the analyzed data: 

No. : 063/BOR-64/DAL-82/NE 
SL : We hadn’t really become friends 
TL : Kami tidak dekat. 

Based on the datum above it belongs to non equivalent translation, 

because adverb really is not translated into Indonesian. In translation 

process, adverb is a part of speech that has an important role in a sentence. 

If adverb in a sentence is deleted, it will change the meaning of source text. 

According to the researcher, it can make the transferring of the message 

inappropriate from the source language into target language. Generally 

adverb really is translated into Indonesian sebenarnya, sangat, sungguh. 

The translator should translate adverb really into sungguh. It is more 

appropriate, equivalent and doesn’t change the meaning. So, this datum 

belongs to non equivalent translation. 

 



3. Discussion 

Based on the analyzed data, the researcher finds 259 data of English adverb. 

Related to the theory of translation shift by Catford (1965), the researcher 

classified the cases of translation shift which is occurred in translation of Born 

Under A Million Shadows novel into two, namely category shift and level 

shift. On the category shift translation, there are 9 sub, namely : adverb is 

translated into adjective, adverb is translated into verb, adverb is translated 

into numeral, adverb is translated into noun, adverb is translated into yang + 

adverb, adverb is translated into yang + verb, adverb is translated into dan + 

verb, adverb is translated into dan + adverb, and  adverb is not translated. 

While the level shift translation, there are 6 sub, namely: adverb is translated 

into adverb phrase, adverb is translated into adjective phrase, adverb is 

translated into verb phrase, adverb is translated into clause, adverb is 

translated into yang + adverb phrase, and adverb is translated into yang + 

adjective phrase. Related to the equivalent translation, the researcher found 

that from the analysis above, the equivalent translation from the novel Born 

Under A Million Shadows is dominant with 207 data from 259 is equivalent, 

even though there still have the non equivalent translation.  

D. CONCLUSION 

From 259 data, there are two types of translation shift occur in this 

research. They are category shift and level shift. On the category shift translation, 

there are 9 sub, namely: 19 data or 7.33% of adverb is translated into adjective , 6 



data or 2.31% of adverb  is translated into verb, 1 datum or 0.38% of adverb is 

translated into numeral, 2 data or 0.77% of adverb is translated into noun, 9 data 

or 3.47% of adverb is translated into yang + adverb,  11 data or 4.24% of adverb 

is translated into yang + verb, 1 datum or 0.38% of adverb is translated into dan + 

verb, 2 data or 0.77%  adverb is translated into dan + adverb and 52 data or 

20.07% of adverb is not translated. While the level shift translation, there are 6 

sub, namely: 125 data or 48.26% of adverb is translated into adverb phrase, 16 

data or 6.17% of adverb is translated into adjective phrase, 5 data or 1.93% of 

adverb is translated into verb phrase, 1 datum or 0.38% of adverb is translated 

into clause, 7 data or 2.70% of adverb is translated into yang + adverb phrase and 

4 data or 1.54% of adverb is translated into yang + adjective phrase. There are 

207 data or 79.93% which are found by researcher in Andrea Busfield’s Born 

Under A Million Shadows novel belong to equivalent translation, and 52 data or 

20.07% belong to non equivalent translation.  
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